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Microwave Remote  Sensing from Space 
Invited Paper 
Spaceborne microwave remote sensors provide perspectives of 
the earth surface and atmosphere which are of unique value in 
scientific studies of geomorphology, oceanic waves and topogra- 
phy,  atmospheric water vapor and temperatures, vegetation classi- 
fication  and stress, ice types and dynamics, and hydrological 
characteristics. Microwave radars and radiometers offer enhanced 
sensitivities to  the geometrical characteristics of  the earth's surface 
and its cover, t o  water in all its forms-soil and vegetation mois- 
ture, ice, wetlands, oceans, and atmospheric water vapor, and can 
provide  high-resolution imagery of  the earth's  surface independent 
of cloud cover or sun angle. 
A brief  review  of  the historical development  and  principles of 
active and passive microwave remote sensing is presented, with 
emphasis on  the  unique characteristics of the  information  obtaim 
able  in  the microwave spectrum and the value of this information 
to global  geoscientific studies. Various spaceborne microwave r e  
mote sensors are described, with applications to geology, planetol- 
ogy, oceanography, glaciology, land biology, meteorology, and 
hydrology. A discussion of future  microwave  remote sensor techne 
logical developments and challenges is presented, along with a 
summary of  future missions being  planned by several countries. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
On October 5,1984, the Space Shuttle Challenger carried 
into space a  1.275-GHz  synthetic-aperture radar instrument 
called the Shuttle Imaging Radar-B (SIR-6). During the 10- 
day Challenger mission, SIR-B acquired  high-resolution 
radar  images of  the earth's  surface,  some of  which were  of 
selected sites using a variety of illumination angles. This 
allowed stereo imagining of the earth's surface, and the 
interpretation  of  morphological features of these sites using 
three-dimensional  viewing and generation  of  contour maps. 
Three years earlier, the Space Shuttle Columbia carried an 
earth  observations  payload including SIR-A, similar to SIR-B 
except with a fixed illumination angle of 47'. One of the 
SIR-A image  strips was across a hyperarid  zone  of  southern 
Egypt and  northern Sudan.  These startling radar  images 
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revealed extensive dry river beds beneath the Sahara and 
subsurface terrain features previously unknown [I]. Subse- 
quent  field  work  confirmed that the radar was penetrating 
through a  several-foot thick surficial layer of verydryaeolian 
sand to reveal features of a hidden quaternary  alluvial 
basin. 
In 1978,  NASA launched Seasat, a polar-orbiting earth 
observations satellite which carried not only a SAR but a 
14-GHz radar scatterometer  and  other sensors as well. The 
data obtained using the Seasat X-shaped scatterometer il- 
lumination pattern showed that this type of spaceborne 
microwave remote sensor had the potential for accurately 
measuring the  magnitude and direction  of  oceanic'winds. 
The sensitivity of this 2-cm wavelength scatterometer to 
oceanic  winds is due to the Bragg backscattering  of  micro- 
waves of centimeter-length ocean waves, i.e., strong rein- 
forcement of backscatter from those ocean surface waves 
that travel  parallel to the radar beam  and are twice as long 
as the  horizontal  projection  of  the radar wavelength [2].  The 
ability  to  routinely measure oceanic  winds at global scales 
is crucially  important to climatological  studies as well as the 
timely prediction of ocean storms and to other problems 
faced  by the physical  oceanographer. 
One of the Seasat  SAR images acquired on August 20, 
1978 was of a farmland region of Iowa where a summer 
squall line had just dumped nearly an inch of rain on a 
sharply etched region near Cedar Rapids. This spaceborne 
microwave image demonstrated the strong sensitivity of 
microwaves to soil  moisture, confirming earlier ground and 
aircraft passive and  active measurements. 
In December of 1972, the Nimbus-5 meteorological re- 
search satellite was launched  for  the  purpose  of  developing 
measurement  techniques  for  atmospheric processes im- 
portant in meteorology  and general circulation.  One  of  the 
primary instruments was the Nimbus-5 Microwave Spec- 
trometer (NEMS), a  five-frequency passive radiometer  oper- 
ating at two atmospheric water vapor and three oxygen 
resonant  frequencies (see Table  1).  This instrument was the 
first  paceborne  microwave  t mperature  sounder,  and 
established  that atmospheric temperature profiles  could be 
measured from space with an rms accuracy of about 2°C. 
The  physical basis for  this measurement lies in the fact that 
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Table 1 Spaceborne Microwave Remote Sensing Missions 
Date Mission Microwave Sensors Wavelengths(s) Purpose 
1962 .Mariner 2 radiometers 1.9,1.35 cm Venus surface temperature 
1968 Cosmos 243 radiometers 8.6, 34.1.35, 0.81 cm atmos. water vapor, ice 
1972 Nimbus-5 ESMR radiometer 1.55 cm 
NEMS radiometers 1.35,  0.96, 0.56, 
atmos, rain rate, sea ice 
atmos. temp,  water  vapor  and 
liquid vapor content 
cover, sea temperature 
0.55, 0.51 cm 
1973 Skylab EREP 5-193 (radiom/ 2.15 cm simultaneous  radar/radiom. 
scatt/altimeter) measurements of earth surf. 
S-194 radiometer 21.4 cm soil moisture studies 
SCAMS radiometers 1.35,0.95,0.58, atmos. temp,  water vapor and 
1975 Nimbus-6 ESMR 0.81 cm atmos. vapor, sea  surface 
0.56, 0.54 cm liquid vapor  content 
1978 Seasat  SAR(rad r)  23 cm sea, land surface imagery 
scatterometer (radar) 2.15 cm sea  surface winds 
altimeter 2.22 cm sea surface topography 
radiometer (SMMR) 4.54,  2.8,1.66, sea surface temperature, 
1.42,  0.81 cm  wind speed, atmos water 
vapor 
1978 Nimbus-7 SMMR 4.54-0.81 cm same  as  Seasat SMMR 
1981 , Shuttle STS-2 SIR-A  (radar) 23 cm geological  mapping 
1984 Shuttle STS-17 SIR-B (radar) 23 cm land, ocean surface studies 
atmospheric  emission at frequencies  around  the  oxygen 
resonance  complex  (centered near 60 CHz) is proportional 
to atmospheric temperature at altitude levels defined by 
temperature  weighting  functions [3]. 
These examples  illustrate  but a few of  the  markedly 
different ways in  which  the earth is  perceived  from space in 
the  microwave  spectrum  and  the  type of geoscientific infor- 
mation which is  generally not obtainable in other parts of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. If an astronaut circling the 
earth were not homo sapiens, but instead was some alien 
creature with the capability of "seeing" with high resolu- 
tion  in  the  lower part  of  the  microwave  spectrum,  the view 
would  no longer be one  of white clouds,  blue oceans, and 
green vegetation whose appearances depend on the local 
weather  and  the  sun  angle. Instead, the surface would 
always be seen free of cloud cover and  independent  of sun 
angle. There would be a greatly  enhanced  sensitivity to the 
geometrical features of the earth's surface and to the geo- 
metrical structure of its vegetation cover. The presence of 
water in all its forms-soil  moisture,  wetlands, rivers, lakes, 
fresh  and sea ice, etc.-would be revealed in a greatly 
expanded dynamic range. There would be penetration up 
to several meters  of  smooth  hyperarid desert areas, perhaps 
revealing additional subsurface details. If the creature next 
tuned his gaze to the  higher  frequency  regions  of  the 
microwave  spectrum,  the presence of  water vapor, oxygen, 
and other components of the atmosphere would become 
much more clear and the meteorological processes would 
dominate. 
Our knowledge  of the  geoscientific processes of  the 
earth has as its principal  antecedent  the intuition and  learn- 
ing remotely derived from and measurements made in the 
optical spectrum. It has been only  in the past two decades 
that we have really begun to1"see" a synoptic view of the 
earth in other portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
and to appreciate the potential of the microwave view in 
relation  to  visible and  infrared. 
The  purpose  of  this paper is  to review  the  current status 
of  spaceborne  microwave  remote sensing of  the  earth,  and 
to offer a perspective on  future  microwave  remote sensing 
scientific  applications  and missions. The paper begins with 
a brief review  of the  physical  principles  underlying  the 
science of microwave remote sensing, discusses both pas- 
sive and  active  microwave  remote sensing instruments, 
points out the potential value of these sensors to various 
geoscientific disciplines, summarizes recent technological 
developments,  and  outlines several future missions cur- 
rently  being  planned. 
II. HISTORICAL REVIEW 
The development of both radars  and radiometers was 
begun for  purposes  other  than  remote sensing. A variety  of 
radars, including  imaging radars,  was developed  during 
WWll for military fire control and aircraft tracking. Simple 
radiometers, consisting of an antenna, low-noise receiver, 
and strip-chart recorders, were originally developed in the 
1930s for use in radio astronomy by such pioneers as Karl 
jansky  and Grote Reber. Target-oriented  military radars were 
plagued  by  unwanted  clutter  from the  earth,  and  the statis- 
tical characterization of clutter was a major  engineering 
problem of the 1950s. The first systematic studies of the 
radar cross section per unit area for  land  clutter was made 
in the late 1950s by a group of scientists at Ohio State 
University [4], who measured the scattering coefficients of 
various crops,  asphalt, concrete,  etc. This group also studied 
the  relationship  of the passive emissivity  of  distributed 
targets to  their active  scattering  coefficients [SI. 
However,  microwave  remote sensing for  geoscientific 
studies  of the earth did  not  begin  until  the mid-1960s when 
side-looking airborne radars  (SLARs) such as the 35-GHz 
AN/APQ-97, developed by Westinghouse for military re- 
connaissance, were used by earth scientists for geologic 
studies. In 1967, the first major  airborne radar mapping 
survey was made of the Oriente Province of Panama [6], 
which is almost always cloud-covered. The AN/APQ-97 
radar was used for both geological and agricultural studies 
Spaceborne radar remote sensing utilizes three types of 
radar: synthetic-aperture radars (SAR), scatterometers, and 
altimeters. NASA's  Skylab and Seasat missions were  the first 
[71. 
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Table 2 Commonly Used Radar and Radiometer Bands 
Frequency  Wavelength Band Mode Sensors 
400MHz  75cm P 
1275 M H z  23.5 
passive aircraft radiometer 
1400 M H z  21.4 L 
3500 MHz  8.6 S 
passive  Skylab  5-194 Radiometer 
passive Cosmos 243 Radiometer 
5200MHz  .7 C active aircraft scatterometer 
6600 M H z  4.5 C passive Nimbus-7, Seasat SMMR 
8800 MHz 3.4 X 
9600MHz 3.1 X 
passive Cosmos 243 radiometer 
active aircraft scatterometer 
10.7 GHz 2.8 X 
13.5 GHz 2.22 
passive Nimbus-7, Seasat SMMR 
13.9 CHz 2.15 Ku active Seasat  SASS, Skylab 5-193 
18.0 CHz 1.66 K passive Nimbus-7, Seasat SMMR 
19.3 CHz 1.55 K 
21 .O GHz 1.43 K 
passive  Nimbus-5-ESMR 
passive Nimbus-7, Seasat SMMR 
22.2 CHz 1.35 K 
31.4 GHz 9.55 mm 
passive  Nimbus-5-NEMS,  Cosmos 243 
35 CHz 
Ka passive Nimbus-5-NEMS 
8.57 Ka active AN/APQ-97 aircraft SLAR 
37.5 CHz 8.00 Ka 
53.6 GHz 5.60 0 
passive  Cosmos 243 radiometer 
96 C Hz 3.13 W 
passive Nimbus-5-NEMS 
passive radiometer 
L active Seasat  AR,  SIR-A/B
Ku active Seasat altimeter 
to include several types of radar remote sensors as well as 
radiometers for earth observations, as indicated in Table 1. 
The manned Skylab missions operated by NASA between 
May 1973 and February 1974 carried a combination micro- 
wave radiometer/scatterometer and altimeter instrument, 
designated S-193, operating at 13.9 GHz [8], as well as an 
L-band radiometer (5194). The unmanned Seasat satellite 
was launched into near polar orbit  in  June 1978 and  carried 
several microwave instruments dedicated to oceanic ob- 
servations: 1) an L-band SAR with a 20' incidence angle, 
100-km  swath,  and 25-m  spatial resolution [9], 2) the Seasat-A 
Satellite Scatterometer (SASS), a 13.9-GHz radar with an 
X-shaped illumination  pattern for oceanic wind-wave mea- 
surements, 3) 'a 13.5-GHz altimeter which achieved an al- 
titude measurement precision of better than 10 cm and 
significant wave height accuracy of k 5 0  cm;  Seasat also 
included both microwave and visible/lR radiometers. The 
SASS instrument on Seasat was included because of data 
from earlier  airborne  scatterometers flown by NRC and 
NASA Johnson Space Center that showed that the back- 
scattering coefficient  from the sea is proportional  to a 
power of the wind speed [IO]; indeed, during the three 
months that Seasat was operational, a large library of data 
was recorded which confirmed the sensitivity of centime- 
ter-wavelength radar  backscatter to  wind-driven oceanic 
capillary waves. 
Microwave  radiometry  from space began with studies of 
planetary  emission. A microwave  radiometer with 15.8- and 
22.2-GHz channels carried by Mariner 2 on its December 
1962 flyby of Venus  made three scans of  the planetary disc, 
confirming the high temperature of the Venusian surface 
and showing that its planetary emission was characterized 
by  limb-darkening [ I l l .  However,  the first microwave  radio- 
metric observations  of  the  earth from space were not made 
until 1968, when  the Soviet satellite Cosmos 243  was 
launched.  A nonscanning,  nadir-viewing  4-channel  radi- 
ometer was used to estimate  atmospheric  water vapor, 
liquid water, ice cover, and sea temperature [12]. This ex- 
periment was followed by a number of Soviet and US 
earth-viewing radiometer missions, carrying  instruments 
of progressively increased sophistication. The Nimbus-5 
spacecraft was launched in 1972, and carried two primary 
microwave radiometers: 1) the Electronically Scanned Mi- 
crowave Radiometer (ESMR), a 19.3-GHz imaging  radiome- 
ter for  measuring  atmospheric  rain rate and sea-surface ice, 
and 2) the  Nimbus-E (5) Microwave  Spectrometer (NEMS), a 
five-frequency nadir-viewing radiometer designed to mea- 
sure atmospheric  temperature  profiles,  water vapor content, 
and  liquid vapor  content.  Nimbus-6,  launched in June 1975, 
included the Scanning Microwave Spectrometer (SCAMS) 
radiometer. SCAMS, like NEMS,  was used to determine 
atmospheric  temperature  profiles  and  atmospheric liquid 
water  and  water  vapor over  ocean  surfaces  [13].  The 5-chan- 
ne1 Scanning Multichannel  Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) 
instrument, included on both Nimbus-7 and Seasat, pro- 
vided  additional capabilities over NEMS including  the mea- 
surement of sea-surface temperature  and wind speed. 
The Seasat SAR was the first to provide high-resolution 
imagery of  the earth's  surface from  satellite  altitudes. It was 
operated at a  single  wavelength (23 cm), with  HH polariza- 
tion  (horizontal transmit, horizontal receive) and at a fixed 
incidence angle of 20" (from nadir). The next spaceborne 
SAR to be launched was the  Shuttle  Imagining Radar-A 
(SIR-A), launched on November 12, 1981 on the Space 
Shuttle Columbia (STS-2) in a 28.5' inclination  orbit. SIR-A, 
like the Seasat  SAR,  was an L-band HH-polarized instru- 
ment, but the angle of incidence was fixed at 47'. SIR-6, 
launched on the Space Shuttle Challenger (STS-17) in  Oc- 
tober 1984,  was  also  an  L-band HH-polarized SAR, but 
could mechanically tilt the  antenna to achieve  variable 
incidence angles. Whereas the SIR-A data were optically 
recorded  and  correlated, SIR-6  images were  digitally re- 
corded and processed. 
1 1 1 .  REVIEW OF MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING PRINCIPLES 
A. Microwave Spectrum 
The microwave spectrum which has been used for re- 
mote sensing extends from about 500 MHz to 100 GHz. 
Table  2  shows some commonly used frequencies or wave- 
lengths, and letter band designations for both active and 
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passive microwave  remote sensors. Frequencies which have 
been used for spaceborne remote sensing  range from L-band 
(1.3 GHz) through Qband (58 GHz). 
I )  Atmospheric Transmissivity: At  frequencies above 
about 20 GHz,  microwave signals  passing through  the earth's 
atmosphere are significantly attenuated due to absorption 
by water and oxygen molecules, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
I .  
0 I Cm 
300 GHz 3OGHZ FREOUENCV 3 G H 2  300 t l H z  
I 
',cm WAVELENGTH ' p  Cm 
Fig. 1. Atmospheric transmission coefficient  (percent) 
versus frequency at zenith with several microwave bands 
indicated. 
exact shape of  the  attenuation  profile depends on  the 
distribution of atmospheric water vapor [14]. The attenua- 
tion peak near 22 GHz is the pressure-broadened absorp- 
tion  line due to atmospheric water vapor and  that near 60 
GHz is  a broadened  complex  of 0, absorption  lines. 
The frequency range 1-20 GHz has been used primarily 
for passive and active remote sensing of the earth's land 
and  ocean surface, due in part to  the  low attenuation  of  the 
atmosphere and in part to naturally enhanced sensitivities 
in this  frequency range to such  surface  features as soil 
moisture and ocean capillary waves. Frequencies above 20 
GHz have been used primarily for spaceborne sensing of 
atmospheric  water vapor,  oxygen, and  temperature, al- 
though as pointed  out earlier  the diffraction-limited 
AN/APQ-97 SLAR operating in the  35-GHz  atmospheric 
window was used from aircraft altitudes for some of the 
first  geological  mapping  applications. 
2) Comparison to Optical Remote Sensing: Information 
gained through microwave remote sensing techniques is 
generally quite different from but complementary to that 
obtained from optical (visible/lR) methods. As discussed 
below, microwave remote sensors used for surface sensing 
provide  cloud-free data that are especially  sensitive to 
surface geometry and the presence of water., By contrast, 
optical  reflectivities are more  sensitive to surface chemistry. 
3) Unique Features of Microwave Remote Sensing: Mi- 
crowave  remote sensing provides data with unique  sensitiv- 
ities  and  other features not  found  in thermal IR or 
optical/near IR data. 
a) Sensitivity to surface geometry: Backscattered radar 
waves are very sensitive to the geometrical features of  the 
earth's surface as well as the geometrical structure of CUI- 
tural  and  natural  cover. Radar backscattering from terrain is  
particularly responsive to surface slope at both small inci- 
dence angles (less than about 30') and large angles (larger 
than about 55"). As pointed  out previously,  centimeter- 
wavelength  radar'backscattering from  the sea shows a strong 
dependence on the Bragg scattering from capillary  and 
short  gravity waves;  again, this i s  basically a response to the 
geometry  of these waves. Finally,  recent research has shown 
that the radar response to vegetation such as trees, culti- 
vated crops, etc., is strongly  dependent on their  geometrical 
structure (size and shape of stalks, trunks, branches,  leaves) 
as well as their moisture  content. 
b) Sensitivity to water: Water is  a highly  polarized 
molecule and has a high dielectric constant (about 80) in 
the lower regions of the microwave spectrum. This means 
that  he  reflectivity  of water is very high  and  that its 
emissivity is  intrinsically low. To a radar, the presence of 
increased  water  either in soils with a rough surface  or 
vegetation  shows up as increased  backscatter; to  a  radiome- 
ter,  increased  water  content is seen as a decrease in  bright- 
ness temperature. The dielectric  constant  of ice and hence 
its reflectivity/emissivity is highly  sensitive to  the degree of 
salinity. This means that micro,wave radars and radiometers 
can be used not only for ice mapping but also for dis- 
tinguishing first-year  from  multi-year  ice in polar  regions. 
As the  frequency is  increased to about 22 GHz  and 
above, a different expression of  water i s  seen in the  form  of 
the rotational absorption and emission of microwaves by 
atmospheric  water vapor and oxygen. Because atmospheric 
water  vapor i s  especially  dependent on temperature, i t  then 
becomes  possible to remotely sense atmospheric  tempera- 
ture profiles as was done with the Nimbus-5 NEMS instru- 
ment. 
c) Independence of cloud cover or sun angle: Imaging 
radars such as the Seasat  SAR provide  the  capability to 
obtain  high-resolution surface  images independent  of  cloud 
cover and at any time of day or night. This is  essential for 
some  applications such as oceanographic  monitoring, since 
the observations  and  forecasting of oceani,c winds  normally 
takes place in or near cloud-covered storm cells. It is also 
important  for  mapping  of perennially  cloud-covered  re- 
gions  such as the Brazilian  jungle. 
Optical images of the earth such as acquired by Landsat 
are normally recorded with a fixed sun angle for purposes 
of  providing constant illumination. This  means that  sun-syn- 
chronous orbits are required. Since imaging radars provide 
their own illumination, there is no dependence on sun 
angle  and  a  greater  choice  of  orbital  altitude is afforded. 
B. Principles of Passive Microwave Remote  Sensing 
This section presents a very brief review of some of the 
basic terminology used in passive microwave radiometry. 
For further  details,  the reader  may consult  other papers and 
books  devoted  to  the subject.  A  good point  of departure is  
the comprehensive  review  article on passive microwave 
remote sensing from space recently  published  by  Njoku [3]. 
The reader is  also directed to Chapter 11 of  the Manual of 
Remote Sensing, Volume 1 [I51 and to the comprehensive 
discussions  given in Volumes 1, 2, and 3 of  the book 
Microwave Remote Sensing [16]-[la]. 
I )  Thermal Radiation, Blackbodies, Emissivity, and Bright- 
ness Temperature: All objects not at absolute zero tem- 
perature emit weak electromagnetic energy as a result of 
thermally induced random motions of electrons and pro- 
tons. This emission is in  the  form  of noisy electromagnetic 
waves, with all frequency  components.  Moreover,  the  direc- 
tions  of these  charged  particles is basically  random with the 
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result that the polarization of this thermally induced elec- 
tromagnetic  radiation. is essentially  random. For objects 
with temperatures near ambient, i.e., about 300 K, the 
thermal  radiation is  maximum in the  ”thermal  infrared” 
portion of the spectrum, i.e., at wavelengths near 10 pm. 
Thermally  emitted noise  waves are about six orders of 
magnitude weaker in the microwave spectrum, yet can be 
easily  detected  by a microwave  radiometer. 
A microwave  radiometer consists essentially  of an an- 
tenna, a very sensitive receiver, and a recorder, as shown in 
Fig. 2(a). It is used to measure the thermally emitted noise 
waves from the earth’s surface or atmosphere. If the an- 
LOW-NOISE  RECORDER 
A N T E N N A   R E C E I V R   ( A n a l o g  /Dlgltal) 
T e r r a i n  
S u r f a c e  
(b) 
Fig. 2. (a) Simple microwave radiometer showing antenna, 
receiver,  and recording device.  (b) A brightness  temperature 
distribution T,(B,qb) incident  on an antenna with a gain 
pattern C(B,qb). 
tenna is modeled as a noise-generating resistor at tempera- 
ture T, the  available  noise  power  from  the  antenna is given 
by P = kTAf, where k = 1.23 X j K - ’  (Boltzmann’s 
constant) and A f  is the bandwidth of the receiver. In fact, 
the  output  of a calibrated  microwave  radiometer is ex- 
pressed as a so-called “antenna temperature” TA, which is 
proportional to the total noise power resulting from the 
thermal  radiation  incident  on the  antenna.  Referring to Fig. 
2(b), the antenna  temperature is given  by 
where G(O,+)  is the antenna gain pattern, and TB(B,+)  is 
the brightness temperature  distribution incident  on  the 
antenna.  The  antenna  temperature is  essentially  the sum of 
the antenna  pattern-weighted  contributions  from  the 
brightness temperature distribution over a range of angles. 
The brightness temperature TB i s  a term used to indicate 
the  intensity  of thermal  radiation  upwelling  from  the earth’s 
surface or atmosphere. If a  thermally  radiating  object  were a 
perfect radiator and  absorber of electromagnetic energy, 
i.e., a blackbody, the  brightness  temperature would be 
equal to the absolute  temperature  of  the  object. I f  the 
antenna were surrounded by a perfect blackbody, its an- 
tenna  temperature  would be equal to the  physical  tempera- 
ture  of  the  object. Perfect blackbodies do  not exist in 
nature,  and the brightness  temperature  of  radiating  objects 
such as terrain, sea, or the atmosphere is always less than 
the physical temperature. The emissivity of an object is a 
dimensionless quantity  which indicates how good a black- 
body  it is. The emissivity of a thermally radiating object is 
given by 
where T B ( O , + )  is its brightness  temperature distribution 
and T i s  its absolute  physical  temperature. The emissivity is 
a dimensionless quantity which ranges from 0 to 1. The 
emissivity  of  a perfect  blockbody is unity and  for a perfect 
reflector it i s  zero. The emissivity depends on the material 
composition and  geometrical shape of  the  radiating  object, 
and is  also dependent on the  frequency  of  observation  and 
polarization  of  the microwave  radiometer. For a much  more 
complete description of thermal radiation, brightness tem- 
peratures, and emissivity the reader is referred to [15]-[18]. 
The  brightness  temperature distribution  incident  on a 
spaceborne  microwave  radiometer  directed  toward  the  earth 
is generally  due both  to radiation  from  the earth’s  surface as 
well as i ts atmosphere. The brightness  temperature  distribu- 
t ion is  composed of radiation self-emitted from terrain or 
sea, upward emission  from  the atmosphere,  and downward 
atmospheric  emission  that i s  rescattered  by  the surface  back 
toward the antenna. In addition, the surface emission and 
rescattered components are attenuated by the atmosphere 
as they propagate back toward  the  antenna. 
At  microwave frequencies below about 10 CHz,  the 
atmospheric absorption and emission is small and can be 
essentially neglected. At these frequencies, the brightness 
temperature  distribution is given  simply  by 
where e is the emissivity of the earth’s surface (terrain or 
sea), i denotes the polarization (horizontal or vertical) of 
the  observing  radiometer,  and  Tis  the  physical  temperature 
of the surface (see Fig. 3). At X-band and higher frequen- 
A T M O S P H E R E  
(Absorption, Emission) 
/ 
Fig. 3. Illustrating thermal emission process from earth, and 
radiative transfer of thermal noise energy to a spaceborne 
radiometer. 
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cies, the atmospheric  contributions are significant  and  must 
be  included. For a much  more  complete  discussion  of 
microwave interaction with atmospheric constituents, the 
reader is referred to an excellent paper by Staelin [I91 or to 
[16, ch. 51. 
A short  discussion  of  the  brightness  temperature  behavior 
of the sea surface and various terrain surfaces is next pre- 
sented,  along with references for  further  reading. 
a) Brightness temperature of the sea: The brightness 
temperature of the sea depends not only on its physical 
temperature, but also on its roughness (in relation to the 
wavelength)  and  salinity as well as the  observing  angle  from 
nadir,  observing  frequency,  and  polarization. The sea surface 
roughness depends in turn  on  the  wind speed. For a calm 
(specular) sea at a temperature  of 20°C and a salinity  of 36 
parts per thousand,  the  nadir  brightness  temperature varies 
from  about 90 K at 1.4  GHz to 110 K at 10  GHz to 130 K at 
37 GHz. As the angle  from  nadir increases, the  horizontally 
polarized  component of  the  brightness  temperature  de- 
creases and the vertically polarized component increases. 
As the  salinity decreases from 36 % t o  0% (fresh water),  the 
nadir brightness temperature increases by a few degrees 
[20], [61]. As the  wavelength becomes shorter,  sensitivity to 
surface roughness  and wind increases. For example, at about 
19  GHz and a 55" angle from nadir, the horizontally polar- 
ized component of the  brightness  temperature increases 
approximately  linearly with increasing wind speed, from 
about 82 K at zero wind speed to 96 K at  a 14-m/s wind 
speed [21], when neither foam nor whitecaps are present. 
For more  information  on passive microwave  remote sensing 
of  the sea, the reader is referred to [22]-[24]. 
b) Brightness temperature of sea ice: When sea water is 
covered by an ice sheet, the combined emissivity is differ- 
ent  from  either  that  of ice or sea water. Sea ice is basically a 
mixture  of ice, salt, bubbles, and pockets of brine, and the 
sea ice-air boundary may be smooth or rough. At angles 
close to nadir, surface emission processes dominate while 
at larger  angles, both surface  and volume  scattering 
processes  are important. The  processes of  emission  and 
scattering are complicated and depend strongly on wave- 
length and  polarization [25], [26]. 
The differing emissivities  of  open sea water,  first-year sea 
ice, and  multiyear sea ice form  the basis for passive micro- 
wave remote sensing on a global scale of the polar ice 
regions [28]-[31]. For example, satellite observations during 
the  winter  of 1973 by  the  Nimbus-5 E S M R  (19.35-GHz) 
mapping  instrument demonstrated an ability  to  distinguish 
multi-year ice covering the main part of the Arctic Ocean 
(brightness temperatures ranging from 209 to 223 K) from 
first-year ice with higher brightness temperatures on the 
southern portions of the ocean. By the following summer, 
most of  the marginal zone sea ice had  melted  and  the E S M R  
images show a marked  difference. The images collected  by 
ESMR provide  a  dramatic  demonstration  of  the  potential  of 
passive microwave remote sensing techniques to provide 
new and valuable information on sea ice morphology and 
dynamics [27]. 
c) Brightness temperature of terrain: The emissivity of 
bare soil depends strongly on surface roughness and soil 
moisture, as well as the observation parameters of wave- 
length,  incidence angle,  and polarization. At the  lower 
microwave frequencies ( e g ,  1.4 GHz) soil moisture varia- 
tions have a  pronounced  effect on the  brightness  tempera- 
ture. The strong dependence of the soil emissivity on its 
moisture content is due to the high dielectric constant of 
water  (approximately 80) in contrast to that  of  dry  soil 
(about 3-4).  As the  moisture in the soil increases, the 
dielectric constant of the wet soil can reach 20 or more, 
resulting  in an emissivity change  at 1.4  GHz  from  about 0.95 
for dry soil (volume moisture content less than 0.1 g/cm3) 
to 0.6 for  wet soils  (greater than 0.3 g/cm3) [32]. 
Despite  a  strong sensitivity  of  the  emissivity on soil 
moisture, microwave remote sensing of soil moisture from 
space i s  complicated by the confusion factors of surface 
roughness  and  vegetation cover which also affect  the 
brightness  temperature. for example, a nadir-viewing L-band 
radiometer viewing a bare field with a uniform moisture 
level (0.34 g/cm3) would see a typical emissivity of 0.55 
with a 4-cm rms  surface  roughness and an emissivity  of 0.70 
when the surface roughness was reduced to 0.8 cm [33]. 
The emissivity of vegetated terrain depends on three fac- 
tors: 1) emission from the underlying soil as attenuated by 
the  vegetation layer, 2) upwelling emission  from  the vegeta- 
t ion layer itself, and 3) vegetation layer emission reflected 
by  the soil surface and attenuated by the vegetation layer. 
In effect,  the presence of  vegetation reduces the  radiomet- 
ric sensitivity to soil moisture over that  for bare soils alone 
[18]. At L-band, for example, the reduction in sensitivity to 
soil  moisture can  range from 15 to 60 percent  for crops and 
grasses and approximates 80 percent for forest trees [34], 
[ W .  
d) Brightness temperature of snow: The emissivity of 
snow-covered  soil in general depends on the  dielectric 
constant  of  the  underlying  frozen soil (approximately 3) and 
the thickness, water equivalent, and liquid water distribu- 
tion  in  the  snow layer. The dependence is  more pro- 
nounced at frequencies at  or  above  %-band, where the 
snow layer i s  electrically  thicker. For a layer of  dry  snow, as 
the snow water equivalent (i.e., the total snow mass of 
water in a vertical column) increases, the brightness tem- 
perature decreases  [36]. However, for wet snow, even a 
small increase in the amount of liquid water (snow wet- 
ness) causes the brightness temperature to rise [37], [38], 
due  to  volume scattering. 
C. Principles of Radar Remote Sensing 
Both imaging and nonimaging radar systems are used in 
remote sensing. Nonimaging radars include scatterometers, 
which measure the scattering  properties  of distributed 
targets, and altimeters, which are nadir-looking short-pulse 
radars used to measure the height of the radar's platform 
above  the ground surface. A scatterometer  usually measures 
the range (distance) to the scattering target R in order to 
calculate  the  backscattering  coefficient u" from  the re- 
ceived power P,. (The backscattering coefficient (I" of an 
area-extensive  target is  defined as the radar  cross section  of 
the target per unit area.) An altimeter is similar to a scat- 
terometer  except  that its primary function is to measure /?, 
rather  than B O ,  as accurately as possible. 
As a precursor to describing the operation of imaging 
radar  systems, let us consider  the  scatterometer system 
depicted  in  fig. 4. A transmitter unit and  a  receiver unit are 
connected  to  a  common antenna  through a circulator which 
allows signals to flow in a clockwise direction only. The 
main beam of the antenna illuminates an ellipse on the 
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Referring to Fig. 8, a surface which is rough with respect 
to a wavelength exhibits diffuse scattering characteristics, 
i.e., the backscattered signal  may be comparable in intensity 
to the  forward scattered signal. A calm  water surface  scatters 
most of  the  incident energy in the  forward  direction, so that 
the radar backscattering coefficient is very small. Because of 
the high dielectric constant of water, there is essentially 
no radar penetration  of water  at L-band or higher frequen- 
cies, although subsurface features which affect the surface 
roughness are sometimes evident. 
mOdcrate f o r n r d  
rough  water  surface 
(a) 
tprculmr 
Smooth terraln  surface 
with  h igh  soi l   moisture 
( 4  
w l t h   l o w  sol1 molsture 
rough  terraln surface 
(e )  
smooth  terrain  surface 
w l th   l ow  so11 rnolsture 
(f) 
Fig. 8. (a) An  incident radar wave on a rough water surface 
scatters in a  diffuse fashion with  only weak dependence on 
scattering angle, and moderate backscatter. (b) When the 
water surface is calm,  the  scattering is specular, with most  of 
the energy scattering in the forward and relatively little in 
the direction back toward the radar. There i s  virtually no 
penetration  of  the  water because of its high dielectric con- 
stant. (c) An incident wave on rough terrain surface with 
high soil moisture also scatters diffusely, and a very small 
penetration  of  the soil takes place.  (d) When the  wet  soil is 
relatively flat, there is strong specular scattering away from 
the radar. (e) and (9 When the  soil is dry ( e g ,  sandy soil in 
arid regions), there can be penetration ranging from a few 
centimeters to  a few meters, depending  on soil  aridity. 
Most natural terrain materials are partially transparent at 
microwave frequencies. Again referring to Fig. 8, where a 
wave is incident upon a terrain surface, part  of its power is 
scattered  back into the air and  the  remainder is transmitted 
across the  boundary into the terrain. The component 
scattered by  the surface is referred to  as the surface scatter- 
ing contribution.  If  the terrain medium is spatially inhomo- 
geneous (Fig. Wf)) then  volume scattering from  the inhomo- 
geneities  can  take  place  and the  component backscattered 
across the boundary toward the radar is referred to as the 
volume scattering contribution. The penetration  depth Sp of 
a medium is defined as that depth below tne sunace ar 
which the  magnitude  of  the  power  of  the transmitted wave 
is equal to 36.8 percent (l/e) of the power of the trans- 
mitted wave at a point just beneath the surface. In the 
majority  of situations, the vertical extent (in the  medium) of 
the  region responsible for  the majority of  the backscattered 
energy  received by  the radar is on the order of  one to three 
times  the  penetration  depth Sp .  
The  penetration  depth Sp is determined by both absorp- 
tion and scattering losses. Absorption losses may be  readily 
computed  if  the average dielectric  constant  of  the  medium 
is known. Computation of scattering losses is  more com- 
plicated because it involves the shape, size, and dielectric 
constant of  the scattering elements. An upper estimate of  
the  penetration  depth may be  obtained  by  ignoring scatter- 
ing losses, which  often provides a reasonable estimate of Sp 
because in the majority of cases absorption losses far ex- 
ceed scattering losses. 
The two most important parameters governing the ab- 
sorption  coefficient o f  a natural  material are the wavelength 
and  the material's liquid water content m,. This is il- 
lustrated by  the curves in Fig. 9 which  depict  the  variation 
of  Sp as  a function of m, for soil and snow at several 
microwave frequencies. Note  that exponential-like decrease 
of  Sp with m, and  the strong dependence of frequency. 
(b) 
Fig. 9. Penetration depth of (a) loamy soil and (b) snow, 
both as a  function  of  liquid  water  content  (Ulaby et a/ .  [17n. 
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J j  rrackscatterlng  Behavior of Natural  Targets: 
a)  Angular  variations: The scattering  behavior  of a dis- 
tributed target is specified when the backscattering coeffi- 
cient uo is known as a function of incidence angle, fre- 
quency,  and  polarization. For a given angle, frequency,  and 
polarization, the backscattering coefficient is governed by 
the target's dielectric and geometrical properties. Fig. 10 
illustrates the dependence  of ~ " ( 6 )  on incidence angle for 
slightly rough, moderately rough, and very rough surfaces. 
0 m a  90 
Angled IntidlnuelLbgrees) 
Fig. 10. Angular variation of the backscattering coefficient 
for  different surface roughness conditions. 
This  dependence is analogous to the  gain  pattern  of a I-& 
antenna  aperture  (actually  the  terrain surface area) and 
indicates  that uo i s  largest  at normal  incidence. As the 
incidence angle departs from  normal,  the  backscattered 
coefficient decreases  at a  rate which depends on the surface 
roughness. For diffuse surfaces (rms roughness large with 
respect to a wavelength), the backscattered signal is not a 
strong  function  of incidence angle, while for specular 
surfaces (electrically flat), the  backscattered signal is  a very 
strong function of incidence angle. In practice, uo is ex- 
pressed in decibels, i.e.,  uo(dB) = 101oguo. The depen- 
dence  of uo on the  dielectric  constant  of  the target is 
illustrated in Fig. 11 which shows curves for relatively dry 
1: 4.25 CHI 
Polarization: HH 
rms Height a 1.1 cm 
-a 
0 5 1 0 1 5 Z O 2 5 M  
Angled IwidlnceeICqreesl 
Fig. 11. Comparison of the backscattering coefficient for 
wet and  dry soil. 
and  wet  soil surfaces characterized  by  volumetric  moisture 
contents of 0.05 and 0.34 g . ~ m - ~ ,  respectively. The corre- 
sponding  dielectric constants are t, = 3.1 - j0.l for  the  dry 
soil and E ,  = 21 - j4.8 for the wet soil. The difference in 
level between the two curves is a direct consequence of 
the  difference in dielectric constants of the two soils. 
b) Spectral  variation: The wavelength of an incident 
wave plays a  major  role in radar backscattering  from surfaces 
and volumes.  The  penetration  depth 6,-which determines 
the thickness of  the surface layer contributing  the  majority 
of the  backscattered energy-decreases with increasing 
frequency,  and  the  variation is as f-* to f -3  [39]. At a given 
wavelength X ,  the roughness of a surface is  characterized in 
terms of  the spatial-frequency  spectrum  of z (x ,  y)/X where 
z (x ,  y )  is the surface-height variation. Thus the scale of 
surface  roughness increases with decreasing wavelength 
(increasing  frequency),  leading to a weaker dependence  of 
uo on the  incidence angle (see Fig. IO). 
A medium is  considered electromagnetically inhomoge- 
neous it i f  contains  inclusions whose a) dielectric  properties 
are different from those of the host (background) material 
and b) sizes are comparable to or larger than the wave- 
length  in  the  medium X, (which is equal to the free-space 
wavelength X divided by  the average index  of  refraction  of 
the  medium q,). Thus as in the case of surface scattering, 
the degree of inhomogeneity is measured relative to the 
wavelength X .  This  leads to the greater importance  of 
diffuse scattering within the  volume with increasing 
frequency. 
Fig. 12 displays  dual-polarized (HH and  HV)  dual- 
frequency  (L-band at 1.3 GHz and  X-band at 9.4 GHz) 
images of a forested area  near Ann Arbor, MI. Forested 
areas are easy to identify on the X-band images by their 
rough image  texture;  however,  they may  be  easily confused 
with cultivated crops on L-band images  because both cover 
types can produce  similar image tones and texture,  depend- 
ing  on  crop type  and  growth stage. 
c)  Polarization  variations: When a horizontally  polarized 
wave incident  upon a rough soil surface is  scattered by the 
air-soil  interface, part of  the  backscattered energy will have 
the same polarization as the incident energy and the re- 
mainder,  usually smaller in magnitude, will be  vertically 
polarized. If the radar has two receivers connected to  two 
antennas,  one  horizontally  and  the  other  vertically  polarized, 
two images can be recorded. These are referred to as HH 
and HV images, as shown in Fig. 12. Cross-polarized energy 
can also be generated as a result of volume scattering in 
inhomogeneous media such as the forest cover in Fig. 12. 
Being the result of second- and higher  order  scattering, an 
HV (or VH) image  contains  different information about  the 
scattering target from that provided by a like-polarization 
(HH  or VV) image.  An example illustrating how  multipolari- 
zation images  can be combined  to enhance the  discrimina- 
tion among  different target  categories is  shown in Fig. 13. 
Iv. GEOSCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS OF MICROWAVE REMOTE 
SENSING TECHNIQUES 
The intent  of this  section is to briefly  illustrate  the manner 
in which microwave remote sensing techniques are used 
for geoscientific application in the fields of planetology, 
meteorology, geology, archaeology, hydrology, and ocean- 
ography as well as studies of cultural and natural vegeta- 
tion. 
A. Planetary Applications 
In 1978 the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) went in orbit 
around Venus. I ts  payload included a radar mapper which 
provided low-resolution imagery of the planetary surface 
and profiles  of i t s  topography [a]. The PVO  radar operated 
at a  frequency  of 1.76 GHz (17-cm  wavelength)  and used a 
38-cm dish mounted on a spinning spacecraft (12-s spin 
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Fig. 12. Dual-frequency dual-polarizatlon images of the Saginaw forest area  near Ann 




A )  SWAMP 8 )  PIH4AK CLLARan C )  PINE STAW 
Fig. 13. Multipolarization L-band aircraft SAR images of the Savannah River area in South 
Carolina. Cypress-tupelo association appears pale yellow  on  the  color  composite.  Distinc- 
t ion of hardwood island (reddish-blue) and marsh on tributary deltas (yellow) in swamp 
areas is unclear on black and white images. Clearcuts and  open  water appear dark (image 
and  interpretation courtesy of JPL). 
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Fig. 14. Global relief map of Venus in Mercator projection. The colors represent constant 
levels as shown on the  rieht. Shaded relief enhancement  has  been  superimposed to show - 
three-dimensional  effect. 
period). Fig. 14 shows one example of the data acquired 
with that sensor. It gives  a false-color rendition of the 
global topography of  Venus except for the polar regions. 
The two main "high" regions are the khtor Terra and  the 
Aphrodite Terra, the  latter  being spatially larger than South 
America. Except for  prominent elevated features, the  planet 
is  quite flat. The highest point observed has an altitude  of 
11.1 k m  relative to the median radius of  6051.2 km. The 
lowest point observed is at -1.9 km. 
In 1983, two Russian  Venera  spacecraft carried SARs which 
mapped a large portion of the Venusian northern hemi- 
sphere with a resolution  of a few kilometers. The imagery 
showed  indications  of possible tectonic  activity on a large 
scale. Detailed studies of  the cloud-covered surface will be 
conducted with the high-resolution (150-m) global cover- 
age imagery which will be acquired with the US Venus 
Radar Mapper (VRM)  mission in 7 9 8 8  [41]. The VRM sensor 
will operate at S-band and  will also  use the synthetic 
aperture  technique. 
B. Atmospheric Applications 
One of the most important applications of microwave 
remote sensing techniques has been for both passive and 
active probing  of  the atmosphere for  both operational and 
scientific uses. By far the most common  operational  appli- 
cation is the use of microwave radars for measuring back- 
scatter from rain,  clouds, and atmospheric water in 
meteorological studies and weather prediction. However, 
lower frequency radars are also useful. By using HF (3-30 
MHz), VHF  (30-300  MHz), and UHF (300 MHz-3 GHz) 
radars to observed scattering from turbulence-induced re- 
fractive index fluctuations, for example, i t  is possible to 
measure atmospheric winds  and  detect clear-air turbulence 
for  improved weather prediction  and aircraft routing [42]. 
Passive microwave radiometers are particularly useful in 
meteorological  and  climatological applications, for such 
measurements as atmospheric temperature profiles, global 
water-vapor  distribution,  precipitation,  and sea-surface 
winds. The Nimbus-5 satellite launched in 1972 carried the 
19.3-CHz Electronically Scanned Microwave Radiometer 
(ESMR) which for many years provided 25-km resolution 
images of  water vapor and precipitation over the ocean; the 
Nimbus-5 NEMS, in addition to providing nadir views of 
water vapor, sounded temperatures at nadir in three 8-km- 
thick atmospheric layers centered at 4, 11, and  17 km. The 
Nimbus-6 SCAMS  was similar to ESMR except it operated at 
37 CHz; i t  provided the first space images of water vapor 
and  precipitation, as well as atmospheric temperature fields. 
The success of the results obtained from the Nimbus-6 
research satellite led to the inclusion of a four-channel 
Microwave Sounding Unit on the Tiros-N weather satellite 
launched in 1978. In 1978 two satellites, Nimbus-7  and 
Seasat, carried aloft  the Scanning Multichannel  Microwave 
Radiometer (SMMR) instrument for observations of atmo- 
spheric rain rates, water vapor, and liquid water; S " R  
used  five frequencies between 6.6 and 37 GHz. (See Table 1 
for  more  information on ESMR, NEMS, SMMR, and SCAMS. )  
The  temperature accuracies of these microwave sounders 
and imagers are of the order of 1" to 5" depending on 
altitude, latitude, and season. The addition of more chan- 
nels would improve  the accuracy. Satellite radiometric mea- 
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integrated  value,  and have typical accuracies of a  few per- 
cent [43]. 
Further exploitation of satellite microwave radiometers 
for meteorological research and operational weather satel- 
lites will require  the  addition  of  more channels which can 
measure atmospheric molecular constituents such as 0,, 
H,O, and CO at frequencies extending even above 200 
CHz. 
For a discussion of the scientific basis for using passive 
microwave  radiometry in meteorology  and  climatology,  the 
reader is  referred to papers by Staelin [19], [MI. An  excellent 
survey of the results  obtained  from SMMR, NEMS, SCAMS, 
and other satellite radiometers is  provided in the Njoku 
paper [31. 
C. Geological and Archaeological  Applications 
Images from spaceborne remote sensors provide a syn- 
optic regional view  of the earth’s  surface.  They are used to 
detect,  delineate, map, and identify features,  patterns, 
shapes, albedo  variations,  texture  variations, and their  rela- 
tive spatial  relationships on  a regional and continental scale. 
Visible and near-IR images of the earth’s surface acquired 
or  flyby satellite cameras, have been  extensively used  since 
the late 1960s for geologic mapping. More recently, radar 
images acquired with Seasat,  SIR-A and SIR-B have been 
used for similar  and  complementary studies (for examples, 
see [I], [45]-[SI]). 
Visible  and near-IR sensors provide information about  the 
surface properties by using the reflected solar radiation. In 
this case, the surface albedo (e.g., reflectivity) is mainly a 
function of the chemical composition and slope of the 
surface or the  top of its cover. Because of  the  short wave- 
length  of  the  illuminating  radiation  (fraction  of a microme- 
ter to a few micrometers), the electromagnetic wave can 
probe only the top few micrometers of the surface layer. 
Thus any vegetation, sand, alluvium, snow, or desert  varnish 
cover would limit the capability to map the underlying 
surface. 
Radar  sensors  use wavelengths in the range of a few 
centimeters to a  few tens of  centimeters. As discussed 
earlier, this allows probing  of  up  to a few meters through 
the surface  cover (see  Fig. 9). The  surface albedo is mainly  a 
function  of  the surface slope and roughness, and  the  dielec- 
tric constant and volumetric inhomogeneities of the near- 
surface  layer. 
(a) 
Fig. 15. (a) SIR-A (bottom) and Landsat (top) images of a 50 X 100 km area of the 
Egyptian-Sudanese border. The Landsat image shows a landscape dominated by aeolian 
processes. The Selima sand sheet blankets  the underlying material with  windblown sand to 
a  few  meters thickness. Presently, active dunes marching across the sand sea are visible as 
the diagonal streaks near the image center. In contrast,  the SIR-A image reveals a landscape 
carved by fluvial processes, now  buried  beneath the sand. The confluence of what were 
two  large rivers is shown in the center of the SIR-A image. Note that the dunes in the 
27, acquired November 14, 1981. Landsat band 6 image, November 11, 1972. (b) SIR-A 
Landsat image have no expression on the SIR-A image. SIR-A image  from data take 28, rev 
(bottom) and Landsat (top) images of an area in southwestern Egypt. Once again, the 
Landsat image primarily shows a landscape dominated by aeolian processes, with dunes 
and the sand sheet forming most of the visible features. The SIR-A image reveals fluvial 
landforms  buried  by the sands. Note in particular  the braided stream channels near the top 
of the SIR-A image. The line  on the Landsat image is a slight break in the mosaic, the  effect 
of which is heightened by the disparate sun angles. SIR-A image from data take 28, 
acquired  November 14, 1981. Landsat band 6 image November, 1972 (left)  and February 9, 
1973 (right)  (images  courtesy  of R .  Blom, JPL). 
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unam~~guously observed  In a number of arid  regions: 
southwestern Egypt [I], [52], northeastern Sudan, and  south- 
ern  California [49].  Covered morphologic features were 
mapped through a sand cover of  up  to  a  few meters (Fig. 
15). In actuality,  the presence of  the cover  tends to enhance 
the  capability to detect  he subsurface  features due to 
refraction at  the surface, as long as the cover is thin and of 
low loss [52]. In all the cases where penetration was ob- 
served, the surface moisture was less than 1 percent volu- 
metric or less than 0.02 g . ~ m - ~ .  As shown in Fig. 9, this is  
consistent with penetration  depth in excess of 1 m at 
L-band  frequencies. 
The ability to image buried morphological features has 
potential archaeological  applications. In the case illustrated 
in Fig. 15, buried  old drainage channels’  were  mapped 
providing  information about  the  hydrological  history  of  the 
region and indicating that the present extremely arid en- 
vironment is only recent. Radar  images of  the area  are being 
used by anthropologists to help identify areas for future 
exploration, the logic being that past inhabitation would 
have  been  concentrated  along  river banks and shores. 
In the case of vegetation cover, surface probing could 
occur as a result of scattering in the  vegetation  canopy  and 
reflection at the surface [53]. This is  possible in  the case of 
low vegetation density. In the case of heavy vegetation 
cover, the return  will be mostly from volume scattering in 
the canopy. 
In addition  to the  unique  ability to penetrate  dry surface 
cover  and  tenuous  vegetation layers,  radar imaging data are 
particularly  useful in structural and morphological  mapping 
because of  the strong  sensitivity  of  the radar  backscatter to 
changes in the surface slope and roughness. Fig. 16 shows 
some  examples of images acquired  recently with SIR-B of a 
number of geological features. 
Spaceborne radar imagery has also been used in a stereo 
configuration to generate topographic  contour maps. SIR-A 
imagery of  the island  of  Cephalonia (Greece) acquired  from 
two look directions were used by Kobrick et al. [54] to 
generate 100-m contour maps of the island (Fig. 17). SIR-B 
acquired  imagery at multiple incidence angles over a num- 
ber  of geological  regions in order to demonstrate  the rela- 
tionship between the incidence angle, convergence angle, 
and  resulting  topographic accuracy. 
D. Hydrological Applications 
An understanding of the water resources in an area re- 
quires an  assessment of  the  hydrologic cycle  factors of 
precipitation,  runoff,  infiltration, irrigation, evaportranspira- 
tion, etc. Hydrologic processes can  be viewed as space-time 
phenomena, although models currently used to evaluate 
these hydrologic factors mainly rely on point-time data. 
Moreover,  design  and  planning  procedures based on these 
point data sources  have not  changed very much in the past 
twenty  to  thirty years. 
Remote  sensing  techniques, including microwave  remote 
sensing  methods,  offer  the  potential to provide  distributed 
data  leading to space-time  hydrologic  information.  Satellite 
remote  sensing data are especially  useful  for  describing 
drainage  networks,  topography, soil type, soil moisture, 
snowpack extent, runoff coefficients for small watersheds, 
etc. Thermal IR  and passive microwave measurements by 
tsoum WlNr 
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Fig. 16. Radar images of a variety of geologic surfaces 
acquired  with SIR-B in  October 1984. (a) Folded, layered 
rocks of the  Paleocene Age (20 miltion years old)  in  the  high 
plateau of northern Peru show extreme dissection and local 
offsets of the rocks due to faulting. At the center of the 
image is the  Maranon River which is a major tributary of the 
Amazon. Radar incidence angle is 55O. The image is ap- 
proximately 15 km X 15 km. Location is 4O54’ S and 78O20‘ 
W .  (b)  Glacially sculpted terrain in New Hampshire and 
southwestern  Maine. The image i s  centered on Ossipee Lake 
(43O48’ N, 71O09’ W). Ossipee Mountain is the large circular 
feature above Ossipee Lake. At the right is the Sandwich 
Range of the  White  Mountains. The radar incidence angle is 
34O. (c) Volcanic terrain along  the southeastern coast of the 
island of Hawaii. Lava flows, cinder cones, and calderas are 
clearly visible. At right is the Kilaweia crater. Radar incident 
angle is 28O. 
NOAA/Tiros-N (atmospheric  water vapor and  temperature 
profiles), Nimbus-7 (surface temperature), and HCMM (al- 
bedo) have been used for  evaportranspiration estimates. 
Landsat TM data have been used for  high-resolution surface 
water  observations allowing  inventory  of smaller bodies  of 
water, improved  flood  plain delineation,  etc. 
Microwave remote sensing at L-band or C-band is par- 
ticularly promising as a technique for surface water map- 
ping, soil moisture  monitoring, and for  observation  of  surfi- 
cia1 geometry, roughness,  and slope. Surface water maps  are 
important in water resource management, and the lower 
microwave  bands are well-suited to observation of surface 
water  extent because of  their increased penetration  of 
vegetation. The spatial  and  temporal  distribution of soil 
moisture is  a  key input parameter to meteorological,  hydro- 
logical, and crop yield models. Because of the strong de- 
pendence of the soil’s dielectric constant on its moisture 
content,  L-band  or  C-band radars and  radiometers are very 
useful  for  monitoring soil moisture. 
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Fig. 17. Stereo pair images of the island of Cephalonia in Greece, acquired with SIR-A in 
1981. The  angle of convergence is only So. This still allows stereo observation. 
From  satellite  altitudes, a SAR can  achieve a resolution  of 
the order  of tens of meters, and can provide  high-resolution 
imagery  for  hydrologic  information. A satellite f-band radi- 
ometer can achieve a resolution of the order of a few 
kilometers  and  thus  provides  moderate-resolution imagery. 
For moderate-resolution regional or global observations of 
hydrologic features,  an L-band  radiometer  using a 50-100-m 
diameter  antenna  would  be useful although an instrument 
of  this size  has not yet been  tested  from space.  (The  Skylab 
S-194 f-band radiometer  launched in 1973 had  a small 
antenna  and  a  relatively coarse resolution  of 115 km.) 
Many hydrologic applications such as runoff prediction, 
crop-yield predictions,  irrigation  scheduling, etc., require 
high-resolution information over large areas of the earth 
and  for  this  a spaceborne SAR is needed. Extensive  research 
has been conducted over the past decade to define opti- 
mum radar specifications for soil moisture estimates on a 
regional scale [39], (171. Seasat, SIR-A and SIR-B images, all 
at L-band, have been used to study  sensitivity to soil mois- 
ture. For the false-colored Seasat SAR image shown in Fig. 
18(a), for example, the blue-colored areas in the eastern 
portion of  the image-which corresponds to a high radar- 
return level-represents high soil moisture conditions re- 
sulting  from  precipitation  on the eastern portion (Fig.  18(b)) 
on the day prior  to the Seasat overpass. 
Radar remote sensing techniques also have the  potential 
for monitoring snow pack dynamics. Most of the research 
conducted  to data [37],  [55],  [56], however, has been limited 
to scatterometer measurements and  theoretical  modeling  of 
the  dependence  of uo on snow  water  equivalent  (the  total 
amount  of  snow water  contained in a  vertical  column)  and 
snow wetness (liquid water  content). Nevertheless, the 
results indicate that radar is  very sensitive to changes in 
snow wetness,  and  that i t  may be possible to monitor 
changes in water  equivalent  through  the  detection  of 
changes between successive  observations. 
E. Vegetation 
Living organisms along with their physical and chemical 
environment are bound inseparable  parts of a biogeochem- 
ically active earth whose recycling elements are driven by 
the forces of solar radiation,  biological  activity,  and  thermal 
processes within the mantle and core. Over the past few 
decades, humans have significantly disturbed the natural 
carbon and nitrogen cycles in the biosphere to the point 
that  a  global study of  the biosphere has become  one of  the 
major scientific challenges of the next decade. An under- 
standing  ofbiological  productivity requires  improved 
knowledge  of energy budgets, hydrologic cycle, other bio- 
geochemical cycles, and  couplings  between these  processes. 
The  spatial distribution and temporal dynamics of  biological 
productivity on land are  keys to an improved  knowledge  of 
biological interactions with energy, hydrology, and other 
biogeochemical cycles [57], [58]. 
Remote  sensing  from space offers  the  potential to analyze 
major  biogeochemical processes including carbon, nitro- 
gen, sulfur, and phosphorus cycles on global and regional 
scales. Quantitative estimations of the pools and fluxes of 
vegetation  biogeochemical  elements can be made by 
knowing  the structural  characteristics of vegetation. Vegeta- 
t ion structural  indicators such as leaf area index (LAI), total 
biomass accumulation (TEA), and net primary productivity 
(NPP) are of particular  interest [59].  The net  primary  produc- 
tivity (NPP), i.e., the amount of photosynthate  produced  per 
incident  photon energy, depends on the  amount  of photo- 
synthetic light in the visible wavelength range that falls 
upon the plant and, of course, on the plant species. The 
quantity of solar energy intercepted by a plant depends 
upon both the total leaf area and on the foliage angle as 
well as plant  geometry. The LA1 is the surface across which 
photosynthesis is  supported through the exchange of en- 
ergy, oxygen, and carbon dioxide, and the surface across 
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Fig. 18. Color-enhanced Seasat SAR image delineating 
rainfall extent over central Iowa (a) and the corresponding 
location maps (b) for rainfall observations. Light blue color 
represents areas that received significant rain on the day 
prior to the Seasat overpass. The green and orange colors 
represent areas with relatively  dry soil conditions. The color 
coding was generated on  the basis of  the image intensity  of 
the  original SAR image (Ulaby et a/ . ,  [17]). 
which water is transpired for plant maintenance [60]. LA1 
can  range from near zero to about 23. 
Remote sensing techniques allow the estimation of bio- 
logical productivity through the observation of LAI, plant 
morphology, soil moisture, and soil temperature. Each part 
of the spectrum (visible, near-IR, thermal IR, and micro- 
wave) provides unique information about the plant com- 
munity and its soil background. Microwaves backscattered 
from  vegetation canopies, both natural  and  cultural, are 
particularly sensitive to the geometrical structure of the 
plants, and the backscatter coefficient a’ is sensitive to a 
wide range of LA1 values. As would be  xpected, the 
backscatter coefficient varies markedly over the growing 
season of a vegetation  canopy. 
In order to illustrate  the  potential use of radar for moni- 
toring cultural and natural vegetation, three examples are 
presented.  The first example relates to a crop classification 
study. A 9.4-GHz real-aperture airborne imaging radar was 
used to  obtain  multidate images of an agricultural test site 
in The  Netherlands [61].  Fig. 19(a) shows a color  image 
generated by  color-combining  three radar  images corre- 
sponding to  the dates indicated. On single-date images, 
only 30 percent of the  fields  (consisting  of 182 fields  com- 
prising seven crop types) were  correctly identified. However, 
when data from three dates were used together,  the  accu- 
racy improved  to 88 percent (compare parts (b) and (c) of 
Fig.  19). 
The second example, Fig. 20, shows the temporal varia- 
t ion  of the  backscattering  coefficient (I’ for a field  planted 
in wheat; the data cover a period of about three months 
extending  from shortly  after emergence until harvest. Analy- 
sis of these and  other data has shown  that a’ can  be related 
to  the LA1 of  the wheat canopy, as shown in Fig. 21. 
The last vegetation example is related to the use of radar 
for forest inventory. Shuttle Imaging Radar (SIR-A) images 
acquired  over  Baldwin  County, AL, during  two  shuttle passes 
in November 1981 were used by Wu [62] to evaluate the 
degree of separability  between different classes of pine 
forest  achievable on the basis of radar imagery. Fig. 22 
shows histograms for three pine forests. The order of the 
distributions along the digital-number axis indicates that 
the radar scattering  coefficient  of a forest canopy  generally 
increases with increasing  canopy  height. 
F. Polar Ice 
Microwave remote sensing techniques are crucially im- 
portant to improving our knowledge of sea ice and ice 
sheets for both scientific studies of the polar regions and 
operational  applications  for  polar  marine  navigation, coastal 
petroleum exploration, etc. Because of the extreme diffi- 
culty and  cost of carrying out surface observations,  coupled 
with the  problem of cloud obscuration of Landsat imagery, 
relatively little is  known about  polar geophysics. It is  known 
that  many  polar ice processes occur over  large spatial scales 
and can change markedly in a matter of days. It is also 
known, of course, that during the winter sea ice grows in 
thickness  and  extent and that during the summer melt 
season it contracts. However, the processes of ice expan- 
sion and contraction are very different in the two hemi- 
spheres. The area of new pack ice formed each winter in 
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(c) 
Fig. 19. Crop classification with multidate observations by X-band SLAR. (a) Color com- 
posite of three SLAR images. (b) Crop type map. (c) Crop type as classified by the radar 
image-composite  shown in (a) (images  are courtesy of Hoogeboom; see Hoogeboom, [61]). 
CARYOPSIS HARD 
JUClAN DATE 1919 
Fig. 2 0 .  Measured temporal patterns of the backscattering 
coefficient uo and the leaf area index (LAI) for a winter 
wheat  field in Kansas [Ulaby et d l . ,  [le]). 
the Antarctic Ocean is  considerably larger than the entire 
Arctic Ocean area. Moreover, very little Antarctic pack ice 
survives during  the summer while  the central  Arctic  Ocean 
pack  ice  remains  throughout  the year. 
Both  short-term weather  predictions  and  longer term 
climate forecasts require  an  improved  understanding of  the 
extent to  which sea ice alters  atmosphere-ocean  exchanges 
of heat, moisture, and momentum. Existing dynamic and 
thermodynamic pack ice models suggest that  the Arctic  ice 
pack may respond dramatically to a general warming, and 
improved models and data are needed. The Antarctic and 
Greenland  ice sheets  are  also important t o  the climate 
system and  contain  about 80 percent of all  the fresh water 
on earth. The  complete  melting  of these  sheets would raise 
the earth's oceans by 65 to 70 m and  even a small warming 
could raise the sea level substantially [63]. In addition to 
these scientific questions, the increased demand for the 
exploitation of polar  region natural resources  such as petro- 
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Fig. 21. Variation of radar backscattering coefficient with 
LA1 for LA1 =- 0.5 (Ulaby et a/., [18]). 
Dlgltol Nunber n 
Fig. 22. Histograms of three pine forests, based on a SIR-A 
image of Alabama (from Wu, [62]). 
leum, minerals, and fresh water requires improved predic- 
tions of sea, lake, and river ice extent and movements for 
shipping and offshore petroleum exploration, better short- 
term weather  predictions  and  real-time  observations  of  the 
character and distribution of first-year and multiyear pres- 
sure  ridges, multiyear floes, ice islands, etc. 
An improved understanding of these processes requires 
more information about both the dynamics (sea-ice mo- 
tion) and  thermodynamics  of  the  polar  ice  regions. Because 
of its ability to produce high-resolution (approximately 30 
m) all-weather  cloud-free images, a  wide swath spaceborne 
SAR is an ideal tool for the study of sea-ice dynamics. O n  
the other hand, a satellite imaging radiometer can provide 
valuable information on the thermodynamic processes of 
sea ice by mapping at moderate resolution (approximately 
30 km)  and at regular  intervals over the season the area of 
open water within pack ice and ice characteristics such as 
age, thickness, roughness, etc. Scatterometers are also use- 
ful for  the  study  of ice characteristics. Because the dynamic 
and thermodynamic processes are related, it is highly de- 
sirable to have simultaneous radar and  radiometer coverage 
of  the  polar regions. 
Since 1969, a  number  of  major  ice  remote sensing expedi- 
tions and missions have been conducted in which coordi- 
nated surface, aircraft, and satellite observational programs 
have tested passive and active microwave remote sensing 
instruments  and  techniques. Some of  the most useful  satel- 
lite radiometric imagery was obtained by ESMR (Electroni- 
cally Scanned Microwave Radiometer  operating at  19.3 GHz) 
launched on Nimbus-5 in December 1973. ESMR provided 
30-km  resolution images of  the Arctic  and  Antarctic  regions 
which, during i ts four-year  lifetime, permitted numerous 
geoscientific breakthroughs in our knowledge of sea ice 
and ice sheets. ESMR images were used to distinguish sea 
ice from water, multiyear ice from first-year ice, and ice 
type ratios. Fig. 23 shows ESMR passive microwave images 
of the Antarctic polar region during both the winter and 
summer,  and  dramatically  illustrates  the ability of the sensor 
to map sea ice seasonal expansion and contraction [63]. 
Thus passive microwave imagery from satellite altitudes is 
extremely  useful  for  thermodynamic  studies  of sea ice. 
The first extensive set of spaceborne SAR images of  Arctic 
Sea ice  structure  and  dynamics was provided by Seasat 
during  the summer  of 1978. More  than 100 passes over the 
Beaufort Sea were recorded on an essentially daily basis, 
allowing  the first studies on major morphological features, 
structural changes, and sea-ice drift  motion [64]. 
When sea ice is formed, ,it is relatively thin and has a 
smooth surface. After this initial formation, however, the 
ice undergoes compressive and shearing forces from the 
WINTER 
SUMMER 
Fig. 23. E S M R  passive microwave images of  the  Antarctic 
polar region. (a) Winter, showing extent of pack ice. (b) 
Summer, showing greatly contracted size of pack ice. 
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motion  of  other ice floes,  surface currents, and wind suesses 
as well as temperature  fluctuations, resulting  in marked 
structural changes in the ice features such as pressure 
ridges, and increased  thickness and surface  roughness.  Thus 
some SAR image  discrimination  between first-year and mul- 
tiyear ice can be made on the basis of surface roughness 
and shape. However,  the  primary advantage of SAR imagery 
is to allow  detailed studies of sea ice dynamics. As an 
example,  Fig. 24 is a Seasat image in  which a small ice  island 
entrapped in the  main Beaufort Sea ice pack can be seen as 
Fig. 24. Seasat SAR image of a region  in Beaufort Sea, 
showing small ice island entrapped (at 6 o'clock, 2/3 way 
down  from center). 
a bright anomalous feature up from the bottom center of 
the image. This feature was imaged by  the Seasat SAR on 20 
separate  passes, providing an opportunity  to study  the drift 
of an  ice  island within pack ice. Fig. 25 shows the  drift  path 
of  the island  over the  period  from  July 19,  1978 to  October 
7, 1978. Similar SAR imaging techniques can be used to 
study other dynamic properties of sea ice, including the 
motion  of  ice floes. 
Satellite-borne radar altimeters are useful for  mapping 
changes, as was first  demonstrated by  the GOES-3 altimeter 
launched in 1975. The GOES-3 altimeter data were used to 
map the southern Greenland ice sheet topography with 
significantly improved accuracy over earlier measurements 
[65]. Altimetric data are important  for  the  development  and 
testing  of  numerical models of ice sheet  dynamics, al- 
though  long-term data sets (3-5 years) are needed. 
The optimum incidence angles and frequencies for radar 
remote sensing of sea ice are not .known with certainty, 
despite recent field and aircraft experiments conducted at 
frequencies from L-band  through  Ku-band.  One  problem  of 
considerable interest is the optimum combination of inci- 
dence angles and frequencies for distinguishing ice type 
(thin first-year ice, thick first-year ice, multiyear ice, pres- 
sure ridge ice, etc.). Currently available data suggest that  it 
is diff icult  to discriminate between first-year and multiyear 
ice at the lower microwave frequencies and that frequen- 
cies above X-band are necessary for improved discrimina- 
tion. 
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Fig. 25. Drift  path of  island from July 19,1978 to  October 7, 
1978 as obtained  from Seasat images. 
G. Oceans 
The principal objectives of satellite remote sensing for 
investigating  oceanic physical processes  are to  acquire 
global coverage of such  mesoscale  surface  features as 
surface stress, ocean topography, sea-surface temperature, 
and sea-ice characteristics and dynamics. Surface wind stress 
is a major driving force of large-scale oceanic circulation, 
and represents the  lower  boundary  condition for  models of 
the atmospheric  circulation over the ocean.  The topography 
or hills and valleys of the ocean's  surface  are related to 
ocean bottom topography, surface currents, eddies, and 
other features of ocean circulation, so that if ocean topo- 
graphic maps can be made, the details of ocean circulation 
will  be  evident as well as major ocean bottom  morphologi- 
cal features. The sea-surface ternperafure is a measure of 
the upper  ocean layer heat content  and is a very important 
factor in the exchange of heat energy between the atmo- 
sphere and the ocean. In addition to these earth system 
scientific questions, satellite remote sensing of the oceans 
provides  information  of interest to shipping, fisheries, 
weather,  etc. 
Microwave  remote sensing of the sea surface from space 
has the greatest potential for geoscientific information be- 
cause of  the  uniquely sensitive nature of these longer 
wavelengths to  centimeter to decimeter ocean wave fea- 
tures  and  temperature  while  penetrating clouds. 
Passive imaging radiometers are very useful in the mea- 
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Fig. 26. Nimbus-7 S ” R  glo&l .sea temperature map. t i  
Fig. 27. Seasat altimeter map of’glbbal wave heights. [74]. 
surement of both sea-surface temperature and sea-surface salinity in very  fine gradations of 500 parts per million [67], 
salinity without being hampered by  cloud cover. The five- [a]. 
frequency S M M R  on Seasat launched by NASA in 1978 has The 13.5-GHz altimeter flown on GOES-3 and later on 
been used to produce sea-temperature maps to within an Seasat provided a convincing demonstration of the useful 
accuracy of  about 1.3OC and a resolution of 150 km [66], as measurements of  ocean topographic features that  could  be 
shown in Fig. 26. Aircraft tests have shown that a space- made from satellite altitudes [69]. Fig. 27 shows a global 
borne L-band imaging radiometer could measure  sea-surface wave-height map obtained from the Seasat altimeter. The 
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HHlVV PHASE DIFFERENCE = COLOR 
HH AMPLITUDE = BRIGHTNESS 
Fig. 30. Radar image of Cos0 Hills, CA, showing the phase difference between the direct 
and cross-polarized data on a pixel-by-pixel basis, At upper left  is the HH image. Upper 
right is a false image of the  amplitudes of the different  polarization  channels. At lower  left 
is an image showing the phase difference between the two direct polarization channels. 
Data were acquired with the JPL L-band  airborne  radar (courtesy of D. Held  and C. Werner, 
JPL). 
rate  of 100-300 Mbits/s. The  SIR-6  sensor had a data rate of 
50 Mbits/s,  and  the SIR-C  sensor will have at least a 
ISO-Mbit/s data rate. The EOS SAR (see next section) will 
require a 300-Mbit/s rate.  This requires  the  development  of 
extremely fast data  handling systems and  data transmission 
links.  On-board selective  processing would be required  for 
future operational systems. In addition, very high density 
storage media will be needed. For instance, the EOS SAR 
could generate up  to 2.5 X IOl3 bits per day of operation. 
This is the  equivalent  of  about 250000 computer compati- 
ble tapes  (CCT)  per  day. 
B. Future  Missions and Sensors 
The next decade will be a very active transition period 
between the early stage of experimentation with space- 
borne microwave sensors and the routine application of 
data from these sensors for  geoscientific research.  This 
decade will be an exciting period which will see major 
technological advances combined with the  development  of 
new observation  techniques  and  scientific  capabilities. 
7) Platforms: Advances in microwave  remote sensing 
from space depend crucially on the availability of suitable 
observation platforms, and thus are inexorably tied to the 
relatively  high cost of  putting satellites-both  manned  and 
unmanned-in space. Most  microwave  remote sensing ap- 
plications  require a polar-orbiting  platform  with a long 
lifetime to optimally satisfy their needs, as demonstrated 
through  the  Nimbus series, Seasat, etc.  However, these 
free-flyers have become  increasingly expensive (approxi- 
mately $300 M) so that very few new free-flyer missions 
have been  undertaken in recent years. The Shuttle platform 
is currently being used for instrument technique develop- 
ment (e.g., the SIR series) over typically  one-week missions 
and at a cost  ranging  typically  from $10 M-$30 M per 
instrument. These  missions  have helped  to understand opti- 
mal  instrument parameters  and  may  be viewed as an evolu- 
tionary step toward  defining what sensors and  sensor tech- 
niques are required  for  longer  term  polar-orbiting  satellites 
used to study the earth as a system.  The Space Station being 
planned  by NASA includes in its concept an Earth Observa- 
tion Satellite (EOS) component,  which  would consist  of at 
least two polar-orbiting satellites carrying various instru- 
ment clusters including both radars and radiometers. The 
first  of these satellites would be launched early in the  next 
decade. 
2) Future Radiometer Missions: The next generation of 
NOAA low-earth-orbit weather satellites due to become 
operational in the early 1990s would include an Advanced 
Microwave Sounder Unit (AMSU), a multichannel passive 
microwave imager with 20 imaging channels between 23 
and 183 CHz, all of  which  would provide full earth cover- 
age and a spatial  resolution  of  about 15 km. This would be 
used  for both water vapor and  temperature  sounding on an 
image basis. Also in the  planning stage is the  Upper Atmo- 
spheric Research Satellite (UARS) which includes a micro- 
wave limb scanner to observe 03, H,O,, CIO, H,O, etc., 
emissions in the stratosphere, mesosphere, and  lower  ther- 
mosphere, providing a fairly high-resolution view of many 
tens of atmospheric molecular species. This will lead to 
global  measurements in the  upper  atmosphere  of  the  abun- 
dances of  these  molecular species  and, along with the 
measurement of winds, magnetic field, temperature, etc., 
will improve our understanding of the upper atmospheric 
transport and chemical processes. Limb-sounders provide 
improved sensitivities  and  resolution over nadir-viewing 
instruments. 
Other  microwave radiometer  experiments are being 
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Mission Seasat  SIR-A  SIR-B  SIR-C  SIR-D EOS 
Launch date 1978 1981 1984 1988/9 1 991 1993/4 
Altitude (km) 800 240 220 250 250 700 
Frequency  (band) L L L L/C L/C/X/K L/C/X/K 
Resolution (m) 25 40 20 20 20 20 
Swath width (km) 100 50 50 50 50 100-200 
lncidenceangle(deg) 20 48 15-60 15-60 15-60 15-60 
Polarization HH HH HH HH/VV/HV HH/VV/HV HH/VV/HV 
Scanning (**) M E  E E 
Type (*I C c c  D D D 
*Types: C = conventional SAR, D - distributed SAR. 
**Scanning: M = mechanical, E = electronic. 
planned as part  of  the Shuttle  program as well as dedicated 
earth observation free-flyers such as ESA’s ERS-1 (discussed 
below). 
3) Future Radar Missions: 
a)  Shuttle  and Space Station missions: The Shuttle 
Imaging Radar  (SIR)  series, with two successful  missions 
already completed (SIR-A and SIR-B), will continue  to  form 
the core of  the U.S. program over the next several years for 
the  development  of  the  full capability  of  active  microwave 
imagers  (Table 3). The next such mission, SIR-C, is planned 
for a 1988 launch and will have the capability of imaging 
the earth’s  surface  using all polarization states (HH, VV, and 
HV) and using at least two frequencies (L-  and C-band). 
This sensor will most  likely be flown using a third band  by 
using a German-developed X-band imaging radar, thereby 
allowing three-frequency imaging. This would be the true 
equivalent of a “color” radar. This will be followed by a 
1990 SIR-D mission using a four-frequency capability (L-, 
C-, X-, and K-bands). Both SIR-C and SIR-D will use elec- 
tronic beam scanning and will be calibrated. Both will be 
used to  conduct a variety of geoscientific  investigations  and 
to develop the technology necessary for a long-duration 
orbiting SAR on the Earth Observation  Satellite (EOS) 
scheduled  for  launch in the early 1990s. 
b) ESA, Japanese,  Canadian  free-flyers: In  the same 
period, a number  of  other  free-flying SAR systems will be in 
orbit  on ESA, Japanese, and Canadian satellites. These SAR 
missions are being developed  for very specific  scientific or 
operational  objectives  and have limited  flexibility for multi- 
parameter  earth  observations. For example, the ESA Re- 
sources Satellite-I (ERS-1) is  scheduled to  include a C-band 
SAR with 30-m resolution and 100-km swath; it will focus 
mainly on long-term oceanic observations. ERS-1 will also 
include a six-frequency  imaging  microwave  radiometer 
(IMR), a dual-frequency  scatterometer  for  oceanic  wind 
direction and velocity, and a radar altimeter for sea state 
observations. The National Space Agency of Japan  (NASDA) 
is  planning  a Japanese  Earth  Resources Satellite (ERS-1) 
which  would carry  an L-band SAR with 25-m resolution  and 
75-km swath; the launch date would be in the 1987-1988 
period. The Japanese ERS-1 (not to be confused with the 
ESA ERS-1) would focus mainly on geological  mapping, 
primarily surface feature morphology. The Canadian Radar- 
sat, scheduled  for a 1990 launch, would carry a C-band SAR 
primarily  for  the purpose  of monitoring polar  ice  dynamics 
for use in ship  routing; it would have a swathwidth  of 
approximately 200 km. 
c) Planetary exploration: in the planetary exploration 
areas, imaging radars are the key elements for exploration 
of two solar  system bodies which are continuously and 
completely cloud-covered, Venus and Titan. In  the case of 
Venus, a radar sensor on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) 
provided  low-resolution (40-100-km) images in the  late 
1970s. More recently, a Russian  Venera mission acquired 
radar  images of part of the  northern  hemisphere at a resolu- 
tion  of a few  kilometers. A much  more  sophisticated sensor 
will be  put  in  orbit around Venus in 1988 as part  of  the U.S. 
Venus Radar Mission (VRM) with the  objective  of  providing 
global coverage at a resolution  of  about 150  m. 
In  the case of Titan, a satellite  of Saturn, the larger 
distance to earth will  put a very tight  limit  on  the data rate 
transmission which directly impacts the mapping coverage 
and resolution. In this case, spacecraft will be put in orbit 
around Saturn and, on selective orbits, will fly by Titan. 
These flybys will be targeted in such a way that during each 
one of them a different region of the satellite is mapped. 
Preliminary mission scenarios allow about 20 flybys. Be- 
cause of the very strong desire for global mapping, the 
Titan Radar Mapper will have a very wide swath (600-800 
km)  low-resolution (6-40-km) capability  using  real-aperture 
imaging  techniques.  Over limited regions, a synthetic-aper- 
ture mode will be used to acquire high-resolution (about 
200-m) snapshots. The Titan Radar Mapper is  planned as 
part of the Cassini mission, scheduled for launch in the 
mid-1990s. 
d)  Ocean scatterometry: In the field of ocean  scat- 
terometry, two quasi-operational systems will be put  in 
orbit  in  the early 1990s. A NASA K-band  scatterometer 
(NSCAT) will be part of the Navy Remote Ocean Sensing 
System (NROSS), a polar orbiter at 830-km altitude which 
will also include a radar altimeter, a special sensor micro- 
wave/imager (SSM/I), and a low-frequency  microwave ra- 
diometer. The primary purpose of NSCAT, which uses the 
Seasat scatterometer heritage, is to obtain accurate mea- 
surements of global oceanic winds for oceanography and 
meteorology. NSCAT is expected to provide accurate wind 
measurements  over at  least 90 percent  of  the  global,  ice-free 
ocean with a  sampling  frequency  of at  least  every two days 
over a three-year  period. It is expected to obtain wind 
speed accuracies of  about 2 m/s for  wind speeds from 3 to 
30 m/s, and to be  useful  for wind measurements up  to 100 
m/s [73].  The  NSCAT instrument will use six fan-beam 
antennas and will result in reduced wind directional am- 
biguities  in  comparison  to  the Seasat SASS which used only 
four beams. The second scatterometer system is  a dual- 
frequency C-band instrument as part of the ERS-1 payload. 
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Table 4 Characteristics of  the Seasat SASS, NROSS, 
and ERS-1 Scatterometers 
Seasat NROSS ERS-1 
SASS NSCAT SCATT 
synthetic-aperture  altimeter to acquire  global  land  topogra- 
phy  with a height  resolution  of a few meters and  footprints 
of  a  few  hundred meters.  This  system is under  study  for an 
early 1990s launch. 
Launch date 
Altitude  (km) 
Orbit  inclination (deg) 
Frequency  (GHz) 
Polarization 
Swath  (km) 


























Both systems have similar capabilities (see Table 4) which 
will allow global mapping of the surface wind field every 
three days. More advanced systems  are planned  for EOS use 
in  the mid-1990s. 
e) Altimetry: The next  major radar altimetry  project 
being planned by the US. is  TOPEX (Ocean Topography 
Experiment), scheduled  for a 1990 launch. The objective of 
the TOPEX mission is to acquire  global ocean  surface topo- 
graphic information for the study of ocean circulation and 
tidal changes. TOPEX would be placed in a 1300-km al- 
titude orbit with 6 5 O  inclination,  and its orbital  altitude 
would be determined to an  accuracy of 5 cm by using 
special radio  and laser tracking systems.  The altimeter would 
operate at two frequencies, which provides a means for 
correcting  ionospheric  interference errors. TOPEX would 
also include a microwave radiometer for correcting inter- 
ference in the altimetric data due to atmospheric water 
vapor. TOPEX is planned for a 3-5-year minimum lifetime. 
In the case of solid-surface altimetry, global high-resolu- 
t ion topographic mapping will be accomplished on Mars 
before i t  is done  on our own planet. A 37-GHz  altimeter on 
the Mars Orbiter  Mission (1990 launch) will  allow  complete 
topographic  mapping  of  the  planet with about  15-m-height 
resolution and 2-km footprints. This will be sufficient for 
geophysical studies and local morphological studies. In  the 
case of  the earth’s  surface, a Shuttle Scanning Radar Altime- 
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Fig. 31. Conceptual sketch of a spaceborne scanning radar 
altimeter. The surface footprint corresponds to the real-aper- 
ture  resolution across track and  synthetic-aperture  resolution 
along track. Wide coverage will be achieved by electronic 
scanning.  Altitude  resolution is defined  by  the  pulse  length. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
Microwave  remote sensing offers unique  information for 
geoscientific studies of the earth and planets. Both radars 
and  radiometers have been  developed  and flown on a 
variety of satellites  and have shown  the  potential  and value 
for these sensors for  information such as land-surface mor- 
phology and sea-surface topography, soil moisture, ice dy- 
namics  and  type,  oceanic  winds  and waves, vegetation 
characteristics, atmospheric water vapor, and atmospheric 
temperature  profiles,  to name just a few. These microwave 
perspectives of  the earth are synergistic with those  obtained 
in other  portions  of  the spectrum  and will be further 
exploited in future satellite systems. 
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